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Abstract
We prove that in any tournament there is an antidirected hamiltonian path from a specied
rst vertex to a specied last vertex, and starting with an arc of specied direction, as long as
both the rst vertex and the last vertex satisfy an obvious minimally necessary condition. We
apply this result to give a polynomial time algorithm to nd an antidirected hamiltonian path
between two specied vertices of an input tournament. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
A tournament is an orientation of a complete graph, i.e. a digraph such that be-
tween every two vertices there is exactly one arc. An antidirected path (AD-path)
is a simple path in which consecutive arcs have opposite directions. An antidirected
hamiltonian path (ADH-path) of a digraph G is an AD-path containing all the vertices
of G. ADH-cycles are dened analogously; note that an odd digraph cannot have an
ADH-cycle.
Grunbaum [4] initiated the study of ADH-paths and cycles in tournaments. In [4,8–
10,13] it was proved, among other results, that all tournaments with at least 8 vertices
have an ADH-path, all tournaments with at least 11 vertices have an ADH-path starting
from any specied vertex, and all even tournaments with at least 16 vertices have an
ADH-cycle. The proofs of these results imply e:cient sequential algorithms for nding
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ADH-paths, ADH-paths from a specied vertex, and ADH-cycles, in tournaments with
n vertices, of complexities O(n), O(n2) and O(n2), respectively. For parallel algorithms
for these problems, see [2].
For directed paths, it is well known that every tournament has a directed hamiltonian
path, and every strong tournament has a directed hamiltonian cycle [7]. In reply to a
problem posed by Soroker [11], Bang-Jensen et al. gave a polynomial time algorithm to
decide if a given tournament admits a directed hamiltonian path between two specied
vertices [3]. (Thomassen also proved that if a tournament T is 4-connected then any
two vertices in T are the end vertices of a hamiltonian path [14].) In this paper we shall
do the same for antidirected hamiltonian paths, giving a polynomial time algorithm to
decide if there is an ADH-path between two specied vertices. Our main result, which
is the basis of the algorithm, is that such paths exist as long as a minimally necessary
condition is satised.
We shall also discuss the related problem of nding an antidirected hamiltonian path
with the specied direction of the rst arc, which in the case of even tournaments is
equivalent to the problem of nding an ADH-cycle through a given arc.
One may consider hamiltonian paths with any prescribed pattern of forward and
backward arcs. There was a general conjecture [10] to the eFect that any tournament
with at least 8 vertices admits a hamiltonian path with any such pattern. Thomasson
[12] proved this for all tournaments with more than 2128 vertices, and recently Havet
and ThomassGe [5] proved the conjecture in full. In fact, they showed, that the only
exceptions are the three small tournaments found by Grunbaum [4] which do not
have an ADH-path. The issue of complexity of nding these hamiltonian paths with
arbitrary patterns was addressed in [6,5]. In particular, in [6] we observed the somewhat
surprising result that nding distinct patterns requires quite diFerent complexities, with
the nding of ADH-paths being the least complex. In the last section we suggest a
problem for general patterns, related to our main theorem.
In [1], we considered the problem of nding an ADH-path starting in a specied
vertex (and with an arc of a given direction). Specically, we proved the following
result: Given a tournament T and a vertex a of outdegree at least two, there exists
an ADH-path of T which begins in a with a forward arc, as long as T has at least
19 vertices. (It is clear that such a result cannot hold if the outdegree condition is
weakened, as there are simple tournaments in which a has outdegree one and which
do not have such an ADH-path.) Based on this result, it is not di:cult to test whether
such a path exists for a given tournament T and given vertex a, see [1], where we
gave a linear time algorithm for nding such a path or deciding that it does not exist.
In this paper we make the next step and specify both the beginning and the end
of the desired ADH-path in T . For the existence theorem we are also able to specify
the direction of the initial arc. (Note that the direction of the last arc of such a path
is determined by the parity of T .) We nd that the same kind of minimally neces-
sary condition on the outdegrees (or indegrees) of the starting and ending vertices
is su:cient to conclude the existence of the desired ADH-path, provided T is large
enough.
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For simplicity we focus our discussion on the case of odd T and an ADH-path
beginning with a forward arc (and thus ending with a backward arc). The results are
easily restated for the even case, and=or backward rst arc, as we do below.
Specically, our result states that if T is a su:ciently large odd tournament with
six distinct vertices a; a1; a2; b; b1; b2 such that a→ a1; a→ a2; b→ b1; b→ b2, then T
contains an ADH-path which begins in a, with a forward arc, and ends in b, with a
(necessarily) backward arc.
The condition on a1; a2; b1; b2 is again easily seen to be minimally necessary, in the
sense that there exist tournaments in which a and b do not have two outneighbours
each which are distinct from each other (and from a and b), and in which no ADH-path
can begin in a with a forward arc and end in b with a backward arc.
2. The lemmas
In this section we give some auxiliary results to be used in the proof of our main
theorem. We shall employ the following convention: Whenever the vertices of a tran-
sitive subtournament are named by positive integers, it is to be assumed that i → j if
and only if i¡ j.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a tournament with vertices 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 such that 1; 2; 3 form
a transitive subtournament; and 4; 5; 6 also form a transitive subtournament.
Then T contains an AD-path starting in one of 4; 5; 6; ending in 1 with a backward
arc; and containing 2; 3.
Proof. If 4← 2, then 4← 2→ 3← 1 is such a path. Thus we may assume that 4→ 2,
and similarly 5→ 2; 6→ 2. If 5→ 3, then 4→ 2← 5→ 3← 1 is such a path. Hence
we may assume that 5← 3, and also 6← 3. Now the path 5← 3→ 6← 4→ 2← 1
satises the conclusion of the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a tournament with vertices 1; 2; : : : ; 2k+5 such that 2k+1; 2k+
2; : : : ; 2k+5 form a transitive subtournament; and Q=2k → 2k−1← 2k−2→ · · · →
3← 2→ 1 is an AD-path in T. Assume that the vertex 2k dominates; in addition to
2k − 1; some other vertex in T.
Then T contains an AD-path P starting in 2k with a forward arc; ending in some
2k + i; i ¿ 1; and containing all the vertices of Q.
Proof. We shall call the vertices 2k + 1; 2k + 2; : : : ; 2k + 5 special vertices. An even
vertex v = 2j; j 6 k is called good if v dominates a special vertex or a vertex w 6
2j − 2. On the other hand, an odd vertex v = 2j + 1; j ¡ k is called good if v is
dominated by a special vertex or a vertex w 6 2j − 1. For emphasis, we restate the
denitions in the negative:
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1. An even vertex v which is not good is dominated by all special vertices and all
vertices w 6 v− 2.
2. An odd vertex v which is not good dominates all special vertices and all vertices
w 6 v− 2.
Note that 2k is a good vertex by our assumption. Let g be the smallest good vertex.
We rst prove the lemma assuming that g¿ 9. The proof for small g is given at the
end.
Consider the subtournament F of T induced by the vertices 1; 2; : : : ; g− 1. Since all
these vertices are not good, the above properties (1; 2) apply. We claim that, in F ,
each odd vertex dominates each even vertex, except for its two immediate neighbours.
Indeed, suppose that some 2r dominates some 2s+1, with |2s+1− 2r|¿ 1 and both
2r and 2s+ 1 smaller than g: If 2s+ 1¡ 2r then 2r is good, and if 2r ¡ 2s+ 1 then
2s + 1 is good, both contradicting the minimality of g. Because of this structure, the
subtournament F contains many ADH-paths. We shall use these paths, in combination
with 2k → 2k − 1 ← 2k − 2 → · · · g, and some of the special vertices, to construct a
desired AD-path in T .
Consider rst the case when g is odd. In this case F is an even tournament, with
g− 1 = 2m vertices.
Consider the following ADH-cycle C of F :
1→ 6← 3→ 8← 5→ · · · ← 2i + 1→ 2i + 6← 2i + 3→ · · ·
← 2m− 5→ 2m← 2m− 3→ 2← 2m− 1→ 4← 1:
The cycle is obtained by interspersing the odd vertices 1; 3; : : : ; 2m−1 with the even
vertices 6; 8; : : : ; 2m; 2; 4. Observe that adjacent vertices of C are never consecutive and
thus by the above claim the odd vertices of C dominate their even neighbours. (It is
for this cycle that we need to require that g¿ 9.)
Note that at each vertex v of C, the arcs of C incident to v are oriented opposite to
the arcs of Q incident to v. By removing one of the two arcs of C incident to v we
obtain an ADH-path, say, Pv, of F , which starts at v.
It follows that at each vertex v of F there begins an ADH-path Pv of F , with the
following properties:
• When v is odd, then Pv begins with a forward arc and ends also with a forward
arc, in an even vertex.
• When v is even, then Pv begins with a backward arc and ends, also with a backward
arc, in an odd vertex.
We now explain how these paths Pv can be used to construct P: There are three
distinct cases to consider:
Case 1: If g is good because it is dominated by a special vertex s, then let P be
the path
2k → 2k − 1← 2k − 2→ · · · → g← s→ 2← · · ·P2 · · · ← w → t;
where w is the odd end vertex of P2, and t is any special vertex distinct from s. Note
that s→ 2 and w → t, since neither 2 (even) nor w (odd) are good.
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Case 2: If g is good because it is dominated by an odd vertex v¡g − 1, then let
P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← 2k − 2→ · · · → g← v→ · · ·Pv · · · → w ← t;
where w is the even end vertex of Pv and t is any special vertex.
Case 3: Finally, if g is good because it is dominated by an even vertex v¡g− 1,
then we proceed as follows: Consider the ADH-path Pg−1 of F , and denote by w its odd
end vertex. Let s and t be any two special vertices. Let P′g−1 be the AD-path obtained
from Pg−1 by replacing v with s. (Note that both s and the even v are dominated by
the two neighbours of v on Pg−1.) Now let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← 2k − 2→ · · · → g← v→ g− 1← · · ·P′g−1 · · · ← w → t:
The case of even g is treated in a similar manner. The main complication is the fact
that F now has more odd than even vertices, and so any ADH-path of F must begin
and end with an odd vertex. Nevertheless, we still have the following paths: At each
odd vertex v of F there begins an ADH-path Pv of F , which starts with a forward
arc, and ends, with a backward path, at some other odd vertex of F . Indeed, we can
imitate the appropriate portion of the cycle C from the previous case, by interspersing
the sequence of all odd vertices v; v+2; v+4; : : : ; v−2 with the sequence of even vertices
v+ 5; v+ 7; : : : ; v+ 3. Since there are fewer even numbers we obtain the path Pv
v→ v+ 5← v+ 2→ v+ 7← · · · ← v+ 3→ v− 2:
Another way to see this, note that g−1 is odd, and hence dominates all even vertices
other than g−2. In the even tournament F− (g−1) an ADH-path starts at v and ends
(with a forward arc) at some even w = g−2. (Recall that we had a choice of which arc
of C incident on v to remove.) Adding g−1 to this path produces the desired ADH-path
Pv in F . When v= g− 1 we can take for Pv the reverse of any of the above paths.
Case 1: If g is good because it dominates a special vertex s, then we consider
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← g→ s← 1→ · · ·P1 · · · ← w → t;
where w is the odd end vertex of P1 and t is a special vertex other than s.
Case 2: If g is good because it dominates an even vertex v¡g−1, then we consider
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← g→ v← u→ · · ·P′u · · · ← w → t;
where u is any odd vertex of F dominating v, w is the odd end vertex of Pu, the path
P′u is obtained from Pu by replacing v with any special vertex s, and t is any special
vertex other than s.
Case 3: If g is good because it dominates an odd vertex v¡g−1, then we consider
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← g→ v← g− 1→ · · ·P′g−1 · · · ← w → t;
where w is the odd end vertex of Pg−1, the path P′g−1 is obtained from Pg−1 by replacing
v with any special vertex s, and t is any special vertex other than s.
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We now have to specically construct the desired path P in the special cases when
g 6 8. This unfortunate phenomenon frequently occurs when considering paths and
cycles of given patterns.
• g = 1. In this case 1 must dominate a special vertex, s, and we can take P to be
the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 1← s:
• g= 2. Let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 2→ s← 1→ t;
where s is the special vertex making 2 good, and t is any other special vertex.
• g=3. When 3 is good because it is dominated by 1, then P can be taken to be the
path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 3← 1→ 2k + 4← 2k + 2→ 2← 2k + 3:
When 3 is good because it is dominated by a special vertex s, then P can be the
path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 3← s→ 2← t → z ← 1→ y;
where t; z; y are any other distinct special vertices.
• g= 4. When 4 is good because it dominates 1 then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 4→ 1← 3→ 2k + 3← 2k + 2→ 2← 2k + 4:
When 4 is good because it dominates 2 then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 4→ 2← 2k + 1→ 2k + 3← 3
→ 2k + 2← 1→ 2k + 4:
When 4 is good because it dominates the special vertex s, then take for P the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 4→ s← 3→ t ← 1→ z ← y → 2← w;
where t; z; y; w are other special vertices.
• g= 5. When 5 is dominated by 1, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 5← 1→ 4← 2k + 1→ 2← 2k + 2
→ 2k + 3← 3→ 2k + 4:
When 5 is dominated by 2, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 5← 2→ 4← 2k + 1→ 2k + 2← 3
→ 2k + 3← 1→ 2k + 4:
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When 5 is dominated by 3, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 5← 3→ 2k + 4← 1→ 4← 2k + 1→ 2← 2k + 2:
When 5 is dominated by a special vertex s, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 5← s→ 4← 2→ 1← 3→ t;
where t is another special vertex.
• g= 6. When 6 dominates 1, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 6→ 1← 5→ 3← 2→ 4← 2k + 1:
When 6 dominates 2, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 6→ 2← 5→ 1← 3→ 2k + 2
← 2k + 1→ 4← 2k + 3
since special vertices dominate 4.
When 6 dominates 3, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 6→ 3← 5→ 2← 2k + 1→ 4← 1→ 2k + 2:
When 6 dominates 4, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 6→ 4← 1→ 2k + 1← 5→ 2
← 2k + 3→ 2k + 2← 3→ 2k + 4:
When 6 dominates a special vertex s, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 6→ s← 3→ 1← 5→ 2← t → 4← y;
where t; y are special vertices other than s.
• g= 7. When 7 is dominated by 1, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← 1→ 6← 3→ 2k + 1← 5→ 2
← 2k + 2→ 4← 2k + 3:
When 7 is dominated by 2, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← 2→ 4← 1→ 6← 3→ 2k + 1← 5→ 2k + 2:
When 7 is dominated by 3, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← 3→ 6← 1→ 4← 2k + 1→ 2← 5→ 2k + 2:
When 7 is dominated by 4, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← 4→ 6← 1→ 2k + 1← 3
→ 2k + 2← 5→ 2← 2k + 3:
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When g= 7 and 7 is dominated by 5, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← 5→ 3← 2→ 4← 1→ 6← 2k + 1:
When 7 is dominated by special vertex s, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · → 7← s→ 6← 3→ 1← 5→ 2← t → 4← y;
where t; y are other special vertices.
• g= 8. When 8 dominates 1, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 1← 5→ 2← 7→ 4
← 2k + 1→ 6← 3→ 2k + 2:
When 8 dominates 2, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 2← 5→ 2k + 1← 3→ 6
← 1→ 4← 7→ 2k + 2:
When 8 dominates 3, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 3← 2→ 1← 7→ 5← 4→ 6← 2k + 1:
When 8 dominates 4, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 4← 2→ 3← 7→ 1← 5
5→ 2k + 2← 2k + 1→ 6← 2k + 3:
When 8 dominates 5, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 5← 4→ 3← 2→ 1← 7
7→ 2k + 2← 2k + 1→ 6← 2k + 3:
When 8 dominates 6, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ 6← 1→ 4← 7→ 2← 5
→ 2k + 1← 3→ 2k + 2:
When 8 dominates a special vertex s, then let P be the path
2k → 2k − 1← · · · ← 8→ s← 7→ 2← 5→ 1← 3→ 6← t → 4← y;
where t; y are special vertices other than s.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a transitive tournament of order at least 5 with source s and
sink t. (The indegree of s and the outdegree of t are zero.) Let x; y; z be three distinct
vertices of T such that s → x → y → z → t. Then T contains an ADHP starting at
x with a forward arc and ending at z (with an arc of the appropriate direction as
determined by parity); and also an ADHP starting at x with a backward arc and
ending at z.
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Proof. First we make the following observation: Any even transitive tournament con-
tains an ADHP starting at the source (necessarily with a forward arc) and ending at
the sink (with a backward arc). This can be easily seen by induction (by removing the
current source and sink.)
We consider two cases, T even and T odd.
If T has 2n vertices, then let T ′ = T \ {x; z}. Note that T ′ is also even and that the
source and sink of T ′ are also s and t. According to the above remark, T ′ admits an
ADHP s→ · · · → t. The desired ADHP’s are
x → t ← · · · ← s→ z
x ← s→ · · · → t ← z:
If T has 2n+1 vertices, then let T ′=T \ {x; y; z}. Again, T ′ is even and the source
and sink of T ′ are s and t. According to our remark, T ′ admits an ADHP s→ · · · → t.
The desired ADHP’s are
x → y ← s→ · · · → t ← z
x ← s→ · · · → t ← y → z:
3. The theorem
We are now ready to prove our theorem. Recall that any su:ciently large tournament
must contain a transitive subtournament of any required size [7]. Let Ni be the smallest
integer such that each tournament with Ni vertices contains a transitive subtournament
with i vertices. It is well known that Ni 6 2i−1, as we can nd a transitive subtour-
nament of size i in a tournament with 2i−1 vertices by induction: Take any vertex v
and note that either its outdegree or its indegree is at least 2i−2. Thus among either
its outneighbours or its inneighbours there is a transitive subtournament of size i − 1,
and together with v added as a sink or a source we obtain a transitive subtournament
of size i − 1.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose T is an odd tournament with two speci=ed vertices a; b. Assume
further that there are four other vertices a1; a2; b1; b2; such that a dominates a1; a2
and b dominates b1; b2. If T has at least N11+6 vertices; then it contains an ADH-path
starting in a with a forward arc; and ending in b with a (necessarily) backward arc.
Proof. There exists a transitive subtournament D of T \{a; a1; a2; b; b1; b2} with vertices
1; 2; : : : ; 11.
Consider the subtournament E of T induced by the vertices b; b1; b2; 8; 9; 10. Note
that b; b1; b2 induces a transitive subtournament of E, in which b is the source vertex
(the one with indegree zero). Thus E contains two disjoint transitive subtournaments,
and we can apply Lemma 2.1, with b playing the role of the vertex 1 of the lemma.
We conclude that there exists in E an AD-path Z starting in one of 8; 9; 10, ending
with b with a backward arc, and containing b1; b2.
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Consider now the subtournament S of T obtained by removing D and the vertices
b; b1; b2. In S, the vertex a has outdegree at least two. Since S has su:ciently many
vertices, the main result of [1], implies that S contains an ADH-path Q that begins in
a with a forward arc. Now we can apply Lemma 2.2 to the tournament S ′ induced by
S (with the ADH-path Q described above) and the ve vertices 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 of T (which
will play the role of the ‘special’ vertices 2k + 1; : : : ; 2k + 5). The lemma implies that
S ′ contains an AD-path A, starting in a with a forward arc, which uses all the vertices
of S, and ends in one of the special vertices 2; 3; 4; 5; 6.
The AD-path A starts in a with a forward arc and ends in a vertex x ∈ {2; 3; 4; 5; 6}
in the transitive subtournament D; and the AD-path Z start at a vertex z ∈ {8; 9; 10} in
D and ends in b with a backward arc. The only vertices not covered by the AD-paths
A and Z are some vertices of D. Our constructions assure that among these vertices
there is a vertex y ∈ D\A ∪ Z (namely 7) such that x → y → z. We can now apply
Lemma 2.3 to the transitive subtournamnet (D \ A ∪ Z) ∪ {x; z} to obtain the desired
ADHP in T .
There are of course three other statements that hold, and are proved analogously (or
derived by reversing all the arcs in T ):
• If T is odd, and a is dominated by a1; a2, and b is dominated by b1; b2, then there is
an ADH-path starting in a with a backward arc and ending in b with (necessarily)
a forward arc.
• If T is even, and a dominates a1; a2, and b is dominated by b1; b2, then there is an
ADH-path starting in a with a forward arc and ending in b with (necessarily) also
a forward arc.
• If T is even, and a is dominated by a1; a2, and b dominates b1; b2, then there is an
ADH-path starting in a with backward arc and ending in b with (necessarily) also
a backward arc.
In all four cases it is important that we assume that all six vertices a; a1; a2; b; b1; b2
are distinct.
Recall that Thomassen [14] proved that any 4-connected tournament is hamilton con-
nected, i.e., any two vertices are joined by a directed hamilton path. We observe that for
a tournament to have any two vertices joined by an ADH path, much weaker conditions
su:ce: It follows from our theorem that it is enough that each vertex has outdegree
and indegree at least four. (This is a much weaker requirement than 4-connectivity.
Possibly the bound could be lowered to three, or maybe even two, but we did not try
to do this.) Indeed, if the outdegrees of a and b are at least four, then there must exist
four distinct vertices a1; a2; b1; b2 with a→ a1; a2; b→ b1; b2.
4. Algorithms and conclusions
We now address the computational issues involved. First of all, it is easy to see that
all the steps in the proof of our main theorem can be executed in polynomial time,
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thus we have a polynomial time algorithm to nd an ADH-path from a to b, with the
specied direction of the rst arc, as long as there are four other vertices a1; a2; b1; b2
with a → {a1; a2}; b → {b1; b2}. In fact, re-reading the beginning of the proof of
Theorem 3.1, we see that nding D can be performed in time O(n), according to the
remarks we made just above Theorem 3.1, and Q can also be found in time O(n) [1].
Clearly, E; Z; Z ′ can be found in constant time. Finally, consider nding A and A′ as
per Lemma 2.2. The bulk of the work is done in identifying the smallest good vertex,
clearly doable by O(n2) operations. It would be nice to improve this bound, given that
both nd an ADH-path, and nding an ADH-path starting in a given vertex, can be
done in linear time [6,1].
We now claim that there is a polynomial time algorithm for the following compu-
tational problem:
ADH-path: Given a tournament T and two vertices a; b, nd an ADH-path of T
from a to b, or decide that none exists.
In fact, our theorem makes this relatively straightforward. Assume again that T has
an odd number of vertices, greater than N12. Without loss of generality we may assume
that a has outdegree greater than indegree. Then, by our theorem, there is an ADH-path
from a to b, starting with a forward arc and ending with a (necessarily) backward
arc, as long as b has outdegree at least two (discounting the arc between a and b).
If b has outdegree zero or one, then our theorem yields an ADH-path from a to b
starting with a backward arc and ending with a forward arc, as long as a has indegree
at least two (discounting the arc between a and b).
By possibly interchanging the role of a and b, we may assume (again, not counting
the arc joining the vertices a and b) that a has indegree at most one and b has
outdegree exactly one, and seek an ADH-path from a to b starting with a forward arc
and (hence) ending with a backward arc. If the only outgoing arc from b is the arc
bb′, then there exists an ADH-path from a to b in T , beginning with a forward arc,
if and only if there exists an ADH-path from a to b′ in T \ b, starting with a forward
arc. In each recursive call we have the same situation: a vertex a with all but at most
one arc oriented out of a, and a vertex b∗ with exactly one arc admissible as the last
arc. If at any point b∗ has no arc admissible, we can conclude that there is no path
from a to b in T starting with a forward arc, and repeat the search for paths starting
with a backward arc. We can stop the search when the current tournament becomes
smaller than the bound N12, and complete the search exhaustively.
Possibly these arguments can be extended to solve, in polynomial time, the following
stricter version of the problem:
Forward ADH-path: Given a tournament T and two vertices a; b, nd an ADH-path
of T from a to b, with the rst arc being forward, or decide that none exists.
(The only case that needs attention is the situation where, in the language of our
main theorem, a1 = b1, with all the other vertices a; a2; b; b2 being distinct from a1 and
from each other.)
We note that the modication of this last problem, in which b is not specied, is
solved in polynomial time in [1].
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It is easy to see that, for even tournaments, the problem ‘Forward ADH-path’ is
equivalent to the problem of nding an ADH-cycle through a given arc.
The questions studied in this paper may have interesting counterparts in the case of
general patterns. One may ask, for instance, whether it is true that for any pattern with
all the blocks of size at most k, any tournament T , and any prescribed vertex a with
outdegree at least k + 1, there is in T a path of the given pattern, starting at a with
a forward arc. (A block is a maximal consecutive sequence of forward or backward
arcs. Thus our theorem veries this when k = 1.)
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